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ABSTRACT 

Cloud Computing is a very fast emerging technology as every enterprise is moving fast towards this system. Cloud 

Computing is known as a provider of dynamic services. It optimizes a very large, scalable and virtualized resource. So lots of 

industries have joined this bandwagon nowadays. One of the major research issues is to maintain good Quality of Service 

(QoS) of a Cloud Service Provider (CSP). The QoS encompasses different parameters, like, smart job allocation strate gy, 

efficient load balancing, response time optimization, reduction in wastage of bandwidth, accountability of the overall system, 

etc. The efficient allocation strategy of the independent computational jobs among different Virtual Machines (VM) in a 

Datacenter (DC) is a distinguishable challenge in the Cloud Computing domain and finding out an optimal job allocation 

strategy guided by a good scheduling heuristic for such an environment is an Mape -k loop problem. So different heuristic 

approaches may be used for better result and in this work we implement worst fit in Mape-k and evaluated the results. 

Keywords:- Quality of Service (QoS), Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Virtual Machine (VM), Datacenter (DC).  

 

I.      INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing [I] [2] is nothing but a fusion of 

virtualization and distributed computing; where immensely 

scalable IT related capabilities are provided to the multiple 

external customers "as a service" using internet technologies. 

The cloud is a metaphor for the Internet and is an abstract ion 

for the complex infrastructure that it hides. It is a process of 

delivering computing "as-a-service" rather than a product, 

whereby the shared resources, software, and information are 

provided to the users and the other devices as a utility over the 

network. The Cloud environment [3] allows the users to use 

the applications without installing any specific software on 

local machine and access their personal data or information 

from a storage located at any remote machine [5] [8] with the 

help of Internet. The Cloud [4] provides the illusion of infinite 

computing resources; its elasticity frees the applications 

designers from the confinement of a single system. The Cloud 

computing [6] provides computation, software applications, 

data access, data management and huge storage without 

requiring the knowledge of the location of the resources, i.e., 

location transparency and the other details of the computing 

infrastructure. In this domain, the background activities like 

job allocation, load sharing, load balancing, process 

migration, distributed shared memory access is completely 

abstracted from the user's purview. Here, the End users or the  

 

customers can access the cloud based applications [7] as well 

as infrastructure through logging in to a Cloud interface. The 

Cloud application providers strive to give the same or better 

service and performance than if the software programs were 

installed locally on end-user machines. The effective 

scheduling [11] of independent jobs in a heterogeneous 

environment like cloud environment is an important issue. To 

make the cloud services effective in that environment, one of 

its requirements is to provide an efficient job allocation 

strategy. The job allocation policy is responsible for mapping 

jobs; submitted to the cloud environment onto available 

resources in such a way that it will improve the overall 

performance. There are so many job allocation mechanisms 

applied by resources manager in distributed computing to 

allocate the jobs to the different resources optimally and the 

job scheduling is a part of job allocation procedure. A proper 

scheduling policy may lead to a good allocation of jobs to the 

suitable resources or VMs and that may eventually lead to 

improve the overall system performance. While some of these 

algorithms try to optimize the total completion time that may 

eventually lead to the make span [14] improvement. There 

have been many algorithms used to schedule jobs on their 

desired resources; some of these algorithms are used in grid 

computing [15] which is a large scale distributed system 

concerned with resource sharing and coordination for problem 
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solving. Three well known examples of such algorithms 

intended to be applied in cloud computing environment are 

Max-min, Min-min and RASA [9]. Each of these algorithms 

estimates the completion and execution time of each 

submitted job on each available resource. This paper 

highlights a novel job allocation procedure in Cloud 

environment by applying ETC (expected time to compute) 

matrix [12]. The remaining part of this paper is organized as 

follows: section 2 represents the related works and different 

classical task scheduling algorithms. In section 3,the proposed 

model for job allocation in a cloud data center is described 

with an example to illustrate the prominence of the proposed 

model and section 4 concludes this proposed work and 

represents the future scope of this whole work. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In cloud computing, many different Job scheduling algorithms 

are used. Today, the researchers are attempting to defend the 

huge challenge of proper allocation of jobs to the suitable 

resources as well as VMs following the existing job 

scheduling algorithms that are compatible and applicable for 

Cloud like environment. The job scheduling is a process of 

proper allocation of the jobs to their intended resources [10]. 

In cloud computing, the scheduling is a problem of allocating 

a set of submitted jobs from different users on a set of 

computing resources to minimize the overall completion time 

for a specific job of a system. There are so many parameters 

associated with the scheduling challenges such as, load 

balancing, system throughput, service reliability, service cost, 

system utilization, network bandwidth, response time etc. A 

good job allocation strategy may lead to the enhancement of 

QoS of the Cloud Service Provider. The Expected Time to 

Compute [12] [13] parameter plays a vital role in the resource 

selection procedure in a heterogeneous environment. The ETC 

matrix contains (n x m) entries, where n is the number of jobs 

and m is the number of processors as well as VMs which is 

shown in Table. I. The expected running time of each 

individual job on each VM is stored in the ETC matrix. The 

column in ETC matrix represents resource as well as VMs and 

the row contains the expected computation time for a single 

job on each of the available VMs.       

TABLE I  ETC MATRIX 

Jobs VM1 VM2 

J1 5 3 

J2 2 4 

J3 8 12 

J4 3 9 

 

The job scheduling is a decision making procedure through 

which the best match between jobs and resources are 

estimated. So, the job scheduling is an NP-complete problem 

[10] [19]. Few heuristics are mentioned here those are related 

to job scheduling in Cloud like heterogeneous environment 

[12]. OLB Opportunistic Load Balancing assigns each job in 

arbitrary order to the processor with the shortest schedule, 

irrespective of the ETC on that processor. OLB is intended to 

try to balance the processors, but it does not take execution 

times into account it finds rather poor solutions. MET 

Minimum Execution Time assigns each job in arbitrary order 

to the processor on which it is expected to be executed fastest, 

regardless of the current load on that processor. MET tries to 

find good job-processor pairings, but because it does not 

consider the current load on a processor it will often cause 

load imbalance between the processors. MeT Minimum 

Completion Time assigns each job in arbitrary order to the 

processor with the minimum expected completion time for the 

job. The completion time of a job j on a processor p is simply 

the ETC of j on p added to p's current schedule length. This is 

a much more successful heuristic as both execution times and 

processor loads are considered. Min-min establishes the 

minimum completion time for every unscheduled job (in the 

same way as MCT), and then assigns the job with the 

minimum completion time (hence Min-min) to the processor 

which offers it this time. Min-min uses the same intuition as 

MCT, but because it considers the minimum completion time 

for all jobs at each iteration it can schedule the job that will 

increase the overall make span the least, which helps to 

balance the processors  better than MCT. Max-min is very 

similar to Min-min. Again the minimum completion time for 

each job is established, but the job with the maximum 

minimum completion time is assigned to the corresponding 

processor. Max-min is based on the intuition that it is good to 

schedule larger jobs earlier on so they won't 'stick out' at the 

end causing a load imbalance. However experimentation 

shows that Max-min cannot beat Min-min on any of the test 

problems used here. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 
 

The previous works have not considered the selection of a 

suitable processor as well as a VM for a particular job in the 

system. This paper has considered the VM affinity for a 

particular job at a certain time stamp with respect to the 

estimated computing time on a certain VM. The proposed 

model and its working principle is described below with a 

suitable example. Few important components of the proposed 

work are mentioned below:  

Cloud User (CU), Cloud Service Provider (CSP), Data Center 

(DC), Data Center Broker (DCB), Servers as physical 

resources, VMs, Virtual Center Manager (VCM), a Virtual 

Machine Management Layer (VMML), Job Scheduler (JS), 

Global Queue (GQ), Requested Queue (RQ), Local Queue 

(LQ). Our proposed model is scalable. But for the sake of 

simplicity we have considered here two servers and four VMs 

in this example. Now the above mentioned modules and their 

working methodologies are described chronologically  Cloud 

User (CU) [7] - This module sends a batch of jobs to get 

executed in CSP through via Internet from different parts of 

the globe. Cloud Service Provider (CSP) [7] - This module 

consists of different sub-modules, shown in fig. 1. Initially the 

requested jobs are stored in GQ and then they are scheduled to 

different DCs using help of different policies adopted in DCB 

module. Data Center Broker (DCB) [8] - [t schedules the jobs 

arriving from GQ depending upon the policy of system 

administrator, to the suitable DC. Data Center (DC) [8] - DC 

module contains several servers as well as resources, which 

executes the jobs. DC schedules the jobs which are initially 

stored in RQ to the different servers as well as physical 

resources using VCM, shown in fig.3. 

Virtual Center Manager (VCM) [16] - VCM module provides 

a convenient centralized management cockpit to the data 

center. It aggregates the underlying physical resources from 

the multiple servers and provides a central collection of 

simple and flexible resources for the system administrator 

when provisioning virtual machines in the virtual 

environment. VCM schedules and allocate the jobs from RQ 

to suitable Servers. Server- Server is the most important 

component of the DC, which contains a number of virtual 

machines for delivering concurrent heterogeneous requests. 

Virtual Machine Management Layer (VMML) [16] - This 

module resides in the virtual layer of each server that monitors 

the load of each VM inside a server and schedules and 

manages the jobs onto the VMs in a particular server. It stores 

the job initially to the Local Queues (LQ). Job Scheduler (JS) 

[7] - JS allocates the jobs from LQ to VM depending upon the 

policy applied by system administrator. We have proposed a 

matrix, i.e., MTC (Minimum Time to Compute) matrix, which 

is basically derived from ETC matrix. By applying the MTC 

matrix; VMML finds out the suitable VMs for the requested 

jobs and then allocate to the proper VM. The proposed model 

is described below with a suitable example.  

A. Proposed Model, the CU sends a batch of request to the 

CSP, which is stored in the GQ. Then, the DCB selects the 

DC which is suitable for serving the requests within an 

optimal time period. The basic block diagram of our proposed 

model is shown in fig. 1. The work flow model is described in 

fig. 2. In fig. 3 the several components inside a datacenter is 

mentioned and fig. 4 contains different components and job 

allocation strategy inside a server. After selecting the suitable 

DC, the jobs are shifted to the RQ inside each DC. Then the 

VCM, in fig. 3, allocates the jobs to the appropriate server in a 

particular datacenter with the help of the VM allocation 

policy; applied in the Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) 

[16]. In this example, the server contains a maximum of four 

VMs and a VMML. VMML schedules the jobs among these 

VMs based upon its availability and the VM affinity with the 

help of the developed MTC matrix. This paper mainly 

describes the procedure of job allocation to a suitable VM by 

the VMML. After the completion of the VM allocation 

procedure, the jobs are stored in the respective LQs, see fig. 4 

and then the VMs start execution for accomplishing the jobs 

according to the scheduling policy, implemented by the 

system administrator. Here, the Round-Robin scheduling 

policy has been applied that may overcome the starvation. The 

time quantum can be customized by the system administrator. 

Now we are going to describe the operation of VMML and the 

job allocation to the VMs with the help of a suitable example 

in the next subsection.  

 

Figure 2: Work Flow Model 
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The different Components of Scheduling Models are 

described below: 

 

Figure 3: Basic Scheduling operation inside a datacenter. 

Example 

Here in this example we have considered a single datacenter, a 

server and four VMs. The VMML has the capacity of 

containing a batch of 20 jobs and each server may create a 

maximum of four VM. So the VMML first fmds out the 

expected time to compute for each job and constructs the ETC 

matrix for the jobs using the help of the calculation of 

estimated execution time [17] of jobs. The mape-k of 20 tasks 

is shown in Table 2 and then the MTC matrix is generated; 

shown in Table 3. By applying the result of MTC matrix, the 

jobs will be dispatched to the LQ of intended VM and finally 

scheduled to the VM following worst case [7] strategy applied 

in Job scheduler module, shown in fig. 4.  

 

Figure 4: Allocation to Different VMs inside a server 

Algorithm 1 has discussed current technique below 

Algorithm 1: Hybrid mapeK 

Input: 

LVM: The number of VMs in the datacenter and the state in 

which they are present (on but idle, on but running and off);   

TREST : the delay for a VM to come on or off (Time taken to 

turn it on);  

CP: The capacity of a virtual machine to handle number of 

requests per unit time; 

 

Output: 

Decision for allocation of existing VM to new request (Yes or 

No) 

W = predict_workload_type() 

        For every W 

N=   predict_number_vms() // VMs required per workload  

type 

    For every VM under N 

Get_maximum_load_info() //  maximum load info a VM can 

hold 

                   get_number_VM_state() = ON 

                    if (req_VM< VM_State_ON) 
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                         Change the state of remaining VMs = ON 

                    End if 

                    Allocate VMs 

           End For 

         End For 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

 

Following are the simulation parameters used and the 

configuration deployed on Cloudsim 2.0.1. 

 

 Number of Datacenters: 4 

 Number of Host/DC: 1 

 Number of VM/Host: 4 

 

After executing both algorithm following results are 

evaluated: The average waiting time and response time is 

calculated here, by applying worst fit policy with a time 

quantum of 2ms.It has been observed at Table 3 and Table 4 

that with the introduction of worst case algorithm there is an  

increase of utility by average of 4% and there is a decrease of 

SLA violations by 2 %. 

Table 3: Results without worst case 

 

Job ID 1 #Input Files 1000 Nodes 8 Time 1722 Utility 0.59 SLA Violation 4 

Job ID 2 #Input Files 1000 Nodes 8 Time 1123 Utility 0.64 SLA Violation 5 

Job ID 3 #Input Files 1000 Nodes 8 Time 2525 Utility 0.52 SLA Violation 3 

Job ID 4 #Input Files 1000 Nodes 8 Time 3856 Utility 0.48 SLA Violation 5 

Job ID 5 #Input Files 1000 Nodes 8 Time 4943 Utility 0.4 SLA Violation 6 

 

Table 4: Result with worst case 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have discussed about the job allocation to the 

different VMs inside a Cloud Data Center with the help of the 

mape-k loop, MKL is  a classical scheduling policy. It is a part 

of our whole work. It helps to map the jobs to the appropriate 

VMs, which will reduce the overall response time and waiting 

time of the jobs and with the introduction of  worst case 

algorithm we observe a further improvement in performance. 

We are now trying to develop our system in such a way that 

will help the module to identify intelligently that how many 

jobs may be served by a single VM at a certain time stamp. 

This will improve the overall makespan  of the Cloud Service 

Provider.  
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